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Abstract

We consider settings were agents are faced with several possible opportunities and need to choose

one. Each opportunity may offer a different utility to the agent, and determining this utility may

consume resources. The underlying costly exploration problem is termed “economic search”, though

its essence is different from the traditional search notion in artificial intelligence (e.g. BFS, IDDFA,

and A*), as there is no underlying combinatorial structure to the opportunities. We study the effects

that search costs can have on individual and aggregate utility in distributed multi-agent economic-

search settings. Traditionally, in such setting, search costs are regarded as a market inefficiency, and,

as such, as something to be avoided or reduced to a minimum. We show, in contrast, that in many

search settings, the introduction of search costs can actually improve the aggregate social welfare,

or even the expected utility of each and every individual agent. We note that the proceeds from the

search costs are assumed to be wasted, with no one directly benefiting from them. We demonstrate

the benefits of search costs in both one-sided and two-sided search settings, using standard, classical

models from economic-search theory. For the designers of multiagent systems, the results imply that

deliberate (and potentially artificial) increase of search costs should be considered as possible means

to improving the system’s overall performance.
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1 Introduction

Humans and software agents alike spend considerable time and effort in searching; we search for a job,
for a partner, for the right product at the right price, for information, for financial and medical advise,
for a good student, a considerate adviser. In the context of agents, eCommerce software agents search
for product and price information, Mars Rovers search for mining locations, and collector agents in
supply chain applications search for appropriate partners. Search lets us find the things that better fit
our needs. But the exploration of opportunities, which is the essence of the search process, can also be
costly. Search costs can either come in the form of direct monetary payments, or in the form of time
and resources spent. In general, the searcher must balance between the benefits provided by a longer
and broader search, on the one hand, and the associated cost, on the other. Costly search is prevalent in
multi-agent systems, as often there is a cost for obtaining information on the environment, the state of
the other agents, or the available opportunities. As such, the topic has attracted much attention in the AI
research community [28, 15, 16, 26, 18].1

In the literature, search/exploration costs are often referred to as “environment friction” or “market
inefficiency” and associated with reduced market performance [54, 6]. These costs are viewed as repre-
senting the lack of transparency of the environment in which the agents are operating [6, 52]. Indeed, in
the presence of search costs a rational player will not aim to find the best option, but rather settle for the
good enough, beyond which the marginal cost of searching exceeds the marginal benefit of continuing
the search. Thus, search costs promote sub-optimal results, or so it may seem. As such, the traditional
wisdom is that when designing a multi-agent system (MAS) or environment, search costs should be
avoided or reduced to a minimum. Taking eCommerce as an example, most researchers see a great ben-
efit in the ability of electronic marketplaces to lower the buyers’ cost to obtain information (e.g. about
the price or product features), as well as the sellers’ reduced costs to communicate their information [6].
The lowered search cost is associated in this case with increased economic efficiency and an enabler for
new markets to emerge [7]. Similarly, many systems have been introduced in which central mechanisms
or mediators are used in order to supply the agents with information concerning market opportunities,
eliminating the need to engage in costly search [19, 3].

In this paper we show that, notwithstanding the above, search costs, if and when applied appro-

1Notice that the concept of “search” in the context of costly exploration is different from the classical “search” concept
in AI. Classical AI search considers searching for an object within a combinatorial structure (e.g. tree, DAG, etc.), wherein
the “value” of the objects is somehow related to the combinatorial structure (e.g. the value of a node in the tree is the max
of its children). In particular, information accumulated within the process may guide the next steps of the search (e.g. which
branch to pursue). In economic search we consider here there is no underlying combinatorial structure, with the value of each
object unrelated to that of the others (other than perhaps being drawn from the same distribution). In particular, in all cases
we consider here the search process does not reveal any new information on the market as a whole, or the value of any other
opportunity. The only information revealed is the value of the specific opportunities already encountered.
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priately, can also be beneficial, and can actually increase welfare. Importantly, this holds even if the
proceeds from the search costs are discarded and do not directly benefit anyone in the system, as we as-
sume throughout. Thus, artificially applied search costs can be used as a mechanism to improve market
efficiency, if applied appropriately. Hence, efficiency is considered both in the individual agent level,
i.e., individual agent utility, and in terms of the sum of utilities realized by the agents (utilitarian social
welfare), both commonly considered in multi-agent settings [39].

In spirit, this work follows previous results in other settings, in which it has been shown that so-called
“inefficiencies” and taxation can increase market performance, under certain circumstances. For exam-
ple, Masters [31] shows that an increase in the minimum wage, which is often considered by economists
as inefficiency, can have positive employment effects. In transportation economics (e.g. congestion
games), equilibrium is frequently not the social optimum. In such cases, it has been shown that tax-
ation can change the equilibrium to a more desirable one [41, 40, 23]. Similarly, taxes can facilitate
more desirable equilibria in Boolean games [20]. Here we show that a similar phenomena also happens
in the context of search, though the model and analysis are, of course, totally different from the above
mentioned.

Results. We consider multiple search settings, both one-sided and two-sided [12, 30, 32, 50], and
exhibit varying possible effects of search costs. In some cases, introducing search costs increases the
expected utility of each and every agent, in others - it increases the aggregate utility, but not the utility of
all individual agents, and in still others, search costs provably decrease the utility of all agents. Finally,
there are cases that introducing search costs is harmful, but increasing an existing cost can be beneficial.

For the one-sided setting, we consider the setting where a set of agents need to be serviced by a
limited number, m, of servers. The agents arrive in some arbitrary order, and each agent in turn, can
choose to access any number of servers. We show that, assuming the future is discounted, introducing
an appropriately chosen search cost increases expected aggregate utility, but not that of all agents. The
details and proofs are provided in Section 2.

For the two-sided setting, we first consider the setting of homogeneous agents, where the pairing
utility is drawn from some fixed distribution. We prove that if search is fully sequential then search costs
(either their introduction or their increase) necessarily degrade the utility of each and every agent, but
if search is performed in parallel, then introducing an appropriately chosen search cost increases both
the expected aggregate utility and the individual expected utility of each agent. The same also holds
for the case of a combination of parallel and sequential search. We then consider the case of agents
with fixed types, and show that for the non-discounted case introducing search costs cannot be beneficial
but increasing existing costs can increase the expected aggregate utility. For the discounted case, both
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introducing search costs and increasing existing costs can increase the expected aggregate utility. The
details of this and the proofs are provided in Section 3.

The explanation to the seemingly paradoxical benefits of costs lies in the fact that search costs can
reduce the number of searches performed by the agents, which, in turn, can increase the expected util-
ity, for a number of reasons. For the one-sided search case, the model we consider assumes bounded
resources. In this case, reducing the number of searches expedites the service of each agent, and thus,
since the future is discounted, increases the utility. In the two sided model, the benefit of reducing the
number of searches is due to the fact that in this setting agents not only choose their partner, but also have
to be chosen. In this case, reducing the number of searches increases the probability of being chosen.
What is interesting in all these examples is that even though the proceeds of the costs are wasted, the
benefits of the reduced search outweigh the losses.

Our models and proofs are general in nature. However, for brevity, some standard simplifying as-
sumptions are made. These assumptions are standard in economic search theory [15, 50]. Yet, in Section
4, we discuss extensions to the models, and exemplify that the core results are not dependent on these
assumptions, and search costs can be beneficial even in more general settings.

The analysis contributes both to the advancement of search theories, and offers important insights
for market makers and system designers, as they suggest that, counter to the naive belief, deliberate (and
potentially artificial) increase of search costs should be considered as possible means to improving the
system’s overall performance. The analysis enables choosing the appropriate level of search cost to be
used in markets.

Paper Organization. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the one-sided
search model and its analysis. The formal presentation of the two-sided search model variants and
their analysis is given in Section 3. Section 4 presents some extensions, demonstrating that the benefits
provided by search costs are by no means limited to the synthetic models analyzed in the paper, but
actually hold even when using more “complex” (and heterogeneous) settings. A review of related work
is given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and directions for future research.

2 One-Sided Search

The Model. We employ the fixed-sample-size search model [51, 26] in the context of servers queried
by users. The fixed sample size search model is a standard and widely used model in search theory,
wherein each searcher executes a single search round in which it obtains a large set of opportunities
simultaneously, and chooses the one associated with the highest utility.
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Consider an environment with m homogeneous servers and a set of agents requesting service from
these servers. In practice, the servers may represent financial specialists and agents investors, or servers
may represent online retailers and the agents - shopbots. The agents are assigned some order, and each
agent, in turn, can request to query any number of servers. The queries are assigned to available servers.
Each server can address one query in each time step. Since the queries may be executed in parallel, agents
need to determine the number of servers they wish to query in advance. Once the queries requested by
an agent are executed, the agent obtains the results and leaves the system. For brevity in exposition and
proofs, we assume an infinite number of agents, as is common in mechanism-design and market behavior
literature [22]. Similar results hold also for a finite number of agents (see Appendix).

Each reply of a server to an agent’s query offers the agent an option for some non-negative utility.
As the standard fixed-sample-size search model stipulates, the utility offered by the reply of any of the
servers is randomly drawn from a distribution DU characterized by a probability distribution function
(p.d.f.) f(x), and cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) F (x). For example, in the case where replies
represent price quotes provided by shopbots the distribution Du is the price distribution in the market.2

The utility obtained by the agent from the set of all replies is the maximum among the utilities offered
by the individual replies from the different servers. We assume that the future is discounted by a factor
of δ, which is common to all agents.

Agents are assumed to be self-interested, and thus aim to maximize their individual expected utility.
Thus, if there were no cost for querying a server, all agents would request to query all m servers. This,
however, means that serving each agent consumes more resources, and thus delays serving other agents.
Since the future is discounted, agents further down the line end up losing from this delay more than
they gain from accessing more servers. Indeed, if more servers are queried by each agent then the total
aggregate utility decreases. We show that by introducing an appropriately chosen cost for each query, we
can drive agents to perform less queries and increase the expected aggregate utility. Importantly, this is
true even if the proceeds of the costs are thrown away, and used only to alter the behavior of the agents.

Let Sc be the expected aggregate utility with a search cost of c.3 For any k = 1, . . . ,m, let
Ek = E(max{x1, . . . , xk : x ∈ DU}) be the expected maximum of k independent draws from the
utility distribution DU . Then, if there are no search costs, each agent would query m servers, and ob-
tain expected utility of Em, ignoring discounting. However, in this case each agent occupies all the m
available servers. Thus, the i-th agent is only served at time i. Thus, taking discounting into account,
the overall expected utility of the i-th agent is Emδi. The aggregate expected utility, summed up over all

2The existence of a price distribution is widely used in comparison shopping research [53, 55, 27] and is usually supported
by empirical research in well-established online retail [8, 9, 11, 17].

3The cost c in this case is the overall cost of querying any single server. It represents the sum of any fees charged by the
servers, the searcher’s inherent cost (e.g., cost of time required for querying) and artificial search costs that are added by the
market designer.
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agents, is thus:

S0 =
∞∑
i=0

Emδ
i =

Em
1− δ

(1)

Next, assume that we introduce a cost c > 0 for each query. Then, the rational choice for an agent is
to query k ≤ m servers such that the expected marginal utility of querying the k-th server (rather than
k−1 servers) is at least c, but the marginal utility of querying the k+1-th server is less than c. Thus, each
agent will choose to query k servers such that k = min {m, argmaxk{Ek − Ek−1 ≥ c}}. Conversely,
the minimum cost that will guarantee querying exactly k ≤ m servers is:

ck = Ek+1 − Ek (2)

With a search cost of ck, ignoring discounting, the expected utility of each agent is:

Uk = Ek − k · ck = (k + 1)Ek − kEk+1 (3)

At any one time step, m/k agents can be served in parallel. Thus, the expected total utility obtained at
time step i is m

k
Ukδ

i. Thus, the expected total aggregate utility with search cost ck, summed up over all
time steps, is:

Sck =
∞∑
i=0

m

k
Ukδ

i =
m

k

Uk
1− δ

(4)

we obtain:

Theorem 1. For any non-degenerate distributionDU on non-negative utilities and any discounting factor

δ < 1, for m sufficiently large, there exists a c such that introducing a search cost of c for each query

increases the expected aggregate utility. This holds even if the proceeds of the search costs are discarded.

Proof. We prove that for any k, if m is sufficiently large then Sck > S0. Indeed, Sck = m
k
δUk

1−δ >
δEm

1−δ =

S0 iff
Uk
k
>
Em
m

(5)

However, the left hand side of (5) is independent of m, while the right hand side approaches 0 as m
grows [51]. Thus, provided that Uk is positive, (5) necessarily holds for m sufficiently large.

Therefore, to complete the proof we need only show that Uk is positive for any k and any non-
degenerate distribution DU over non-negative utilities. Let fk(x) be the probability distribution function
of the maximum of k independent samples from DU , and let Fk(x) be the associated cumulative dis-
tribution function. Then, Fk(x) = (F (x))k and fk(x) = dFk(x)

dx
= k(F (x))k−1f(x). By definition,
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Ek =
∫∞
0
yfk(y)dy. Thus,

Uk =(k + 1)Ek − kEk+1 = (k + 1)

∫ ∞
0

fk(y)ydy − k
∫ ∞
0

fk+1(y)ydy = (6)

(k + 1)

∫ ∞
0

k(F (y))k−1f(y)ydy − k
∫ ∞
0

(k + 1)(F (y))kf(y)ydy =

k(k + 1)

∫ ∞
0

(F (y))k−1(1− F (y))f(y)ydy > 0

The last inequality is due to the fact that all elements of the integral are non-negative, and at least one
element is strictly positive - as the distribution is non-degenerate.

The specific optimal cost c that provides the highest expect utility depends on the particular parame-
ters of the instance at hand, as we illustrate in the next example.

Example: The Bernoulli Distribution. We illustrate the above using the simple Bernoulli distribution,
i.e. there is a probability p such that any query to any server offers a utility of 1 with probability p, and
utility 0 with probability 1− p. This reflects the situation where there is a “correct reply” to each query,
and each server provides this reply with probability p. In this case, Ek = 1 − (1 − p)k. Figure 1(a)
depicts the ratio Sc

S0
as a function of the search cost c, for different values of p, where m = 20.4 The

graph includes data only for search costs ck satisfying (2), i.e., the minimum cost ck that guarantees the
specific value k, for each k. Any value on the vertical axis greater than 1 represents an improvement in
aggregate utility. As can be seen, in all curves, the aggregate expected utility first increases with c - as
increasing the cost reduces the number of searches (queries requested by each agent). At some point,
the additional cost, which is wasted, outweighs the increased efficiency and the welfare starts to decline.
Note that the larger p, the greater the benefit obtained by the cost. The reason is that with a larger p
there is less benefit in querying more servers, i.e. querying more servers is more wasteful. Thus, more
efficiency is gained by reducing the number of searches. Note that for p = 0.1 the figure shows that any
search cost actually reduces the welfare (as Sc/S0 is below 1 for any ck). However, this is only the case
since we are considering a fixed number of servers (m = 20). Theorem 1 provides that improvement
is guaranteed for “m sufficiently large”. Indeed, Figure 1(b) shows that for p = 0.1 search costs are
beneficial for m ≥ 30. Figure 1(b) depicts the maximal attainable ratio Sc

S0
as a function of m, for

different values of p. As expected, this ratio increases with m, since more wasteful searches are avoided.
Similarly, the ratio increases with p, since with higher p the additional searches bring less value.

As explained above, Figure 1 includes data only for search costs ck satisfying (2). The full curve is

4Notice that the value of δ does not affect the results, as long as δ < 1, since Sc/S0 does not depend on δ.
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Figure 1: The effect of different parameters over expected aggregate utility in one-sided search: (a)
the ratio Sc

S0
as a function of c, for different values of p (any value on the vertical axis greater than 1

represents an improvement in expected aggregate utility) and m = 20; (b) the maximum ratio Sc

S0
that

can be obtained through the introduction of search cost as a function of m, for different values of p.

depicted in Figure 2 for case p = 0.4,m = 20. Note that since k, the number of queried servers, is a step
function in c, we observe a sharp increase in the expected utility ratio whenever transitioning to a lower
k value, and then a continuous decrease, as the cost increases without affecting the value of k. Analyzing
Figure 2 we observe that the benefits of introducing search costs are not limited to the case where the
search is frictionless to begin with (i.e., when the baseline is the S0 case), but also relevant to the case
of increasing an existing search cost. In particular, increasing the search cost to the next possible ck is
frequently beneficial.

Calculating the Optimal Search Cost. As explained above, in order to find the optimal cost, one
only needs to evaluate Equation 4 for the m − 1 possible values of k, and Equation 1, and choose the
maximum value. For finding the value of Ek, one can either compute it analytically - in cases it is
possible, numerically - e.g., by approximating the different functions, or experimentally - so long as it
is possible to sample from the distribution DU . Given Ek, the values of ck and Uk are computed using
Equations 2 and 3. The total computation time is thus O(m).

Discounting. We note that a discount factor δ < 1 is essential for the proof of Theorem 1. This is due
to the fact that both Equations 1 and 4 are not well defined for δ = 1. Indeed, if δ = 1, then the optimal
strategy for each agent separately is to query all servers, and doing so does not harm any other agent.
Thus, this is also the global optimum, and any search cost would only decrease the expected aggregate
utility.
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Figure 2: The effect of the search cost c over expected aggregate utility (measured as the ratio Sc

S0
) in

one-sided search for p = 0.4 and m = 20.

Finite Number of Agents. The benefits of search costs are also present in settings with a finite number
of agents. A full analysis of this setting is provided in the Appendix. Here, we illustrate the general
findings for this case with the following example. Denote the number of agents by N , and consider a
uniform distribution of utilities obtained by the servers’ replies when queried, with p.d.f. f(x) = 1 and
c.d.f. F (x) = x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. In this case, Ek = k

k+1
[51]. Figure 3(a) depicts the ratio Sc

S0
as a function

of the search cost used c, for different values of N , where m = 10 and δ = 0.99.5 The general structure
of the curve is similar to the one demonstrated in Figure 2 for the Bernoulli distribution.

Figure 3(b) depicts the maximum ratio Sc

S0
that can be obtained by introducing search costs, as a

function of δ, for m = 10 and different values of N . Figure 3(c) supplies a similar analysis, except that
the maximum ratio Sc

S0
that can be obtained by introducing search cost is depicted as a function of the

number of agents N , for different values of δ. As expected, the curve increases as N increases, since
more searchers are awaiting service, and hence the impact of reducing the waiting time is greater. As
N →∞, the ratio Sc

S0
approaches m

k
Uk

Em
(for an appropriate k). This latter term does not depend on δ and

is maximized when Uk/k obtains its maximum value. For the uniform distribution function, the value k
that maximizes Uk/k is k = 1. Substituting k = 1 and m = 10 in Sc

S0
obtains 3.67 which is the maximum

ratio reflected in Figure 3(c).

Other Models. Similar considerations may apply in other standard one-sided search models, such as
sequential search [43, 30, 32] and those combining sequential and parallel sampling [10, 24, 34, 36]. The
same results are likely to hold even in models that associate each server with a different distribution of
values and cost of querying. In all these models, the introduction of search costs decreases the extent of

5Unlike with the infinite case, here the value of the discounting factor affects the ration Sc/S0.
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Figure 3: The one-sided case with a finite
number of agents. (a) the ratio Sc

S0
as a func-

tion of c, for different values of N (δ =
0.99,m=10) (any value on the vertical axis
greater than 1 maps to an improvement in ex-
pected aggregate utility); (b) the maximum
ratio Sc

S0
that can be obtained through the in-

troduction of search cost as a function of δ,
for different values of N (m = 10); and (c)
the maximum ratio Sc

S0
that can be obtained

by introducing search cost, as a function of
N , for different values of δ (m = 10).

search of each agent. When resources are limited and gains are discounted, such a reduction can improve
the aggregate utility. See Section 4 for an analysis of one such model.

3 Two-Side Search

Next, we consider the setting of two sided search, where the agents’ value is generated from partnering
with other agents, and their search strategies may be affected (in part) by the strategies of the other agents
in the market [2, 12, 48]. The concept of partnering is fundamental in multi-agent setting and is part of
the idea of forming mutually beneficial coalitions [5].

The effect of search costs in two-sided search is shown to depend on the specific model in question.
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For some models, we show that search costs provably cannot increase the utility, for other models - they
can increase the aggregate utility, but not that of all individuals, and for still other models, search costs
can increase the expected utility of each and every individual agent.

The Setting. The standard two-sided distributed search model postulates an environment populated
by fully rational self-interested agents, searching for appropriate partners in order to form mutually
acceptable pairwise partnerships [12, 14]. The number of agents may be either infinite or finite. Here,
we consider the infinite case. Similar results hold also for the finite case (see Section 4). A partnership
between agent Ai and Aj results in some utility for each, which is not necessarily the same for both.
The utility provided by the partnership is only revealed when agents “meet” each other (either physically
or virtually). Once the utilities are revealed, agents can decide to either form a partnership, or not. If,
and only if, both agents opt to partner, they obtain their respective utilities and exit the system. If either
chooses not to enter this partnership, then it is not formed. Most two-sided search models consider
search costs, in the form of a fixed payment any agent needs to pay for each “meeting”. We also assume
a common discounting factor δ. Utilities and costs are assumed to be additive and each agent’s goal is
to maximize its expected overall utility, defined as the expected discounted utility from the partnership
formed minus the expected discounted sum of search costs incurred along the search process.

We consider two models regarding the distribution of utilities provided by partnerships. In the homo-

geneous model, all agents are assumed to be identical. The utility obtained by any agent from forming
a partneship is drawn individually from a common distribution DU , known to all searchers [12]. Here
the expected individual utility is linear in the expected overall utility, as all agents are alike, and the
uncertainty associated with the partnership is exogenously determined. The analysis we supply for this
model touches on three common types of individual search settings: sequential, parallel and a combined
model (sequential with parallel interactions). These exhibit a wide range of effects, ranging from settings
where none of the agents can benefit from the introduction or increase in search costs to settings where
all agents benefit. This model is discussed in Section 3.1.

In the typed model, agents may be of different types. The agents types are distributed according to
some distribution DU , known to all searchers [13, 4, 48]. The utility provided from partnering with an
agent is determined by its type. For this model there is a distinctions between individual and overall
benefit. While not all agents can benefit from introducing search costs, we exhibit cases where the
aggregare utility improves by the introduction or increase of such costs. This model is discussed in
Section 3.2.
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3.1 Homogeneous Agents

We begin with the analysis of two-sided search models where agents’ utilities are drawn individually
from a common distribution DU (with bounded expectation), characterized by a p.d.f. f(x) and c.d.f.
F (x).

3.1.1 The sequential Model

The Model. The most common two-sided search model assumes a sequential process, operated in
discrete “rounds” [12, 14]. In each round, each agent is randomly paired with another agent and the
respective utilities offered by the partnership for each of the agents are revealed. If both agents accept
the partnership they obtain their respective utilities and leave the system. Otherwise, both agents continue
to the next round, and so on [14].

We show that in this setting, introducing or increasing search costs necessarily degrades the expected
utility of all agents.

Optimal Strategy. Since the agents are not limited by a decision horizon, and the search process does
not imply any new information about the market structure (e.g., about the utility distribution, which is
assumed to be known in advance), each agent’s strategy is stationary — i.e. an agent will not accept
a partnership offering a utility it previously rejected [14, 47]. The optimal strategy in this case is thus
reservation-value based: there exists a threshold r, called “reservation value”, such that agents will agree
to any partnership that yields a utility greater than r and reject any other partnership [46].6 In this case,
the optimal reservation value r necessarily coincides with the indifference point, where accepting the
current partnership provides the same utility as that expected from resuming the search. Therefore, the
reservation value r represents the expected utility of the entire search process [12, 46].

Equilibrium Reservation Value. We now analyze the equilibrium reservation value obtained for util-
ity distribution DU (characterized by p.d.f. f(x)), discount factor δ, and search cost c for each round.
Since agents are homogeneous, they necessarily all use the same reservation value in equilibrium. De-
note by V (x, x′) the expected utility of an agent when using a reservation value x, assuming all other
agents are using reservation value x′. Then,

V (x, x′) = −c+ δ(1− F (x′))
∫ ∞
y=x

yf(y)dy + δ(1− (1− F (x′))(1− F (x)))V (x, x′) (7)

6Notice that the reservation value used here is different from a reservation price concept (that is usually used as buyers’
private evaluation). While the reservation price represents an agent’s valuation of its own utility for a given opportunity, the
reservation value is a threshold defined over the objective (or common) value of the opportunity.
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Here, (1− F (x′)) is the probability that the agent is deemed adequate by the other agent, in which case
the partnership will form only if the value obtained from it is greater than x. Otherwise, if either the
utility obtained from partnering with the other agent is below x, or if the other agent obtains a utility
less than x′, i.e., with probability (1− (1− F (x′))(1− F (x))), the search is resumed and the expected
discounted utility is δV (x, x′). Differentiating (7) according to x and setting V ′(x, x′) to zero, we obtain
(using integration by parts) that the optimal reservation value x to be used when all other agents are using
reservation value x′ can be derived from:

c = δ(1− F (x′))
∫ ∞
y=x

(1− F (y))dy − x(1− δ) (8)

The equilibrium reservation value, r, is obtained by setting x = x′ = r (as by symmetry all agents use
the same threshold) in Equation 8, i.e.

c = δ(1− F (r))
∫ ∞
y=r

(1− F (y))dy − r(1− δ). (9)

Using this relation between r and c, we obtain:

Theorem 2. In the sequential two-sided search model, the expected individual utility of agents cannot

be improved by introducing a search cost c or by increasing its value.

Proof. Differentiating Equation 9 with respect to r we obtain

dc

dr
= −f(r)δ

∫ ∞
y=r

(1− F (y))dy − δ(1− F (r))2 − (1− δ) < 0

Therefore any increase in the search cost c necessarily results in a decrease in the reservation value r.
However, since for each agent, the expected utility from the entire search process is also r (as r is the
indifference point between resuming and terminating search), we obtain that any increase in the search
cost implies a reduction in the expected utility.

Figure 4 illustrates this phenomena, depicting the individual agents’ utility in the sequential two-
sided search model when partnership values derive from a uniform distribution function, as a function of
the search cost c, for different discounting values (δ).

3.1.2 The Parallel Model

Theorem 2 states that if search is sequential, then in the two sided setting, search costs cannot increase
the expected utility. Interestingly, the opposite is true for the case of parallel searches. In this case
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Figure 4: Expected individual utility in sequential two-sided search with different utilities for both sides.

we show that for any utility distribution DU , introducing the proper search cost can increase both the
aggregate utility and the expected utility of each and every individual agent.

The Model. In the parallel model, agents get to “meet” in parallel any number of other agents. Each
agent can choose, in advance, the number of potential mates it wishes to meet, up to a certain limit
kmax. Upon meeting, the utilities offered by each of the potential mates are revealed. Next, each player
needs to choose one mate. If both sides choose each other - a partnership is formed, and each agent
gets the respective utility. Otherwise (if there is no mutual agreement) the partnership is not formed.
In this model, we consider a single parallel round. Agents that did not form a partnership within this
single round leave the system with no partner. This models, for example, speed-dating events, where at
the end of the event if two participants choose each other (out of those they have interacted with) then
they partner. We note that this model extends the standard parallel one-sided search [51] and is mostly
appropriate whenever time is limited and only one exploration period is applicable.

Strategy. In this model, a rational agent should always choose to partner with the mate that offers
the highest utility (since the utility the agent itself offers to other agents is independent and unknown
to itself). Thus, an agent’s strategy is fully captured by the number of other agents it chooses to meet.
Consider an agent A, and suppose that it decides to meet k′ potential mates, while all other agents opt to
meet k potential mates (where k and k′ can either be equal or not). The expected utility gained by A if
its chosen mate also happens to choose it, is Ek′ . However, the probability that A’s chosen mate chooses
A is 1/k. Thus, the overall expected utility for A is Ek′/k.

If there are no costs associated with querying an agent, then regardless of the strategy of other agents,
each agent should choose to meet as many potential mates as possible (since Ek increases with k). Thus,
in this case the equilibrium strategy is that everyone chooses to meet kmax other agents. The expected
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utility of any agent in this case is:

S0 =
Ekmax

kmax

(10)

Suppose that there is a cost c associated with meeting a potential partner. The cost of meeting k
potential mates is kc. If agent A chooses to meet k′ potential mates and all other agents choose to meet k
mates, then the expected utility for A is E ′k/k − k′c. A rational agent would choose a k′ that maximizes
this utility. Set

ck =
Ek+1 − Ek

k
(11)

Lemma 1. With a search cost of ck, all agents choosing k mates is an equilibrium strategy.

Proof. We need to show that for any k′ 6= k:

Ek′

k
− k′ck ≤

Ek
k
− kck

Consider two cases:

• k′ > k: then

Ek′
k
− k′ck ≤ Ek

k
− kck

⇔ Ek′−Ek

k
≤ (k′ − k)ck = (k′ − k)Ek+1−Ek

k

⇔ Ek′ − Ek =
∑k′−1

i=k (Ei+1 − Ei)

≤ (k′ − k)(Ek+1 − Ek) (12)

However, Ei+1 − Ei decreases with i [51]. Hence, Ei+1 − Ei ≤ Ek+1 − Ek, for i ≥ k. Hence,

k′−1∑
i=k

(Ei+1 − Ei) ≤
k′−1∑
i=k

(Ek+1 − Ek) = (k′ − k)(Ei+1 − Ei)

and (12) holds.

• k′ < k: then

Ek′
k
− k′ck ≤ Ek

k
− kck

⇔ (k − k′)Ek+1−Ek

k
= (k − k′)ck ≤

Ek − Ek′
k

⇔ (k − k′)(Ek+1 − Ek) ≤

Ek − Ek′ =
∑k−1

i=k′(Ei+1 − Ei) (13)
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Again, since Ei+1 − Ei decreases with i, Ek+1 − Ek ≤ Ei+1 − Ei, for i ≤ k. And hence (13)
holds.

Thus, in both cases, choosing k mates is the optimal strategy for all agents, which is thus in equilibrium.

Denote by Sc the expected individual utility with a search cost c. We have,

Sck =
Ek
k
− kck (14)

We thus obtain:

Theorem 3. In the parallel two sided search model, for any utility distribution DU , for kmax sufficiently

large, there exists a k < kmax such that introducing a cost of ck increases the expected utility of each and

every agent.

Proof. We show that for kmax sufficiently large, introducing a cost of c1 increases the expected utility.
By Lemma 1, with a search cost of c1, all agents sample one mate. The expected utility of each agent in
this case is:

Sc1 = E1 − c1 = E1 − (E2 − E1) = 2E1 − E2 > 0

The last inequality holds since we have already shown (in Section 2) that (k + 1)Ek − kEk+1 is always
positive. On the other hand, with no search costs the expected utility is S0 =

Ekmax

kmax
, which, by [51]

approaches 0 as kmax approaches infinity. Thus, for kmax sufficiently large, Sc1 > S0.

The optimal cost c, which results in the highest expected utility depends on the exact parameters of
the instance, as illustrated in the following example.

Figure 5 illustrates the increase that can be achieved by introducing search costs for the case of
a Bernoulli distribution. Here, the utility provided by an agent is 1 with probability p, and 0 with
probability 1 − p. Figure 5(a) depicts the individual expected utility of agents as a function of the
search cost c, for different values of p, with kmax = 20. The graph only depicts values of c corresponding
to ck for some k. As can be observed from the figure, initially the individual utility increases with c,
up to a certain point when it starts to decrease. Also, for larger values of p, the benefit of search costs
increases, since the marginal value of more searches is less. Figure 5(b) depicts the maximum achievable
benefit provided by introducing search costs (max{Sc/So}) as a function of kmax, for different values
of p. Evidently, the benefit provided by search costs increases with kmax, as S0 is almost inversely
proportional to kmax.
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Figure 5: Two sided parallel search with Bernoulli distribution: (a) the ratio Sc

S0
as a function of c, (b) the

maximum possible increase in individual utility as a function of kmax. Only points corresponding to ck,
for some k, are depicted.

For readability, Figure 5 depicts only costs ck for some k. The behavior along the entire set of
possible prices is provided in Figure 6, for the case p = 0.5. The circled points are those corresponding
to costs ck. The gaps in the graphs correspond to intervals where a stable equilibrium does not exist (due
to the discrete nature of k). Note that the utility increases upon hitting a new ck, (and then decreases
along the interval [ck, ck+1) - with a slope of k). Thus, even in cases of a pre-existing search cost c, it
may be beneficial to increase the search cost in order to increase the overall utility. Also note that for
some values of c, there is no equilibrium solution. Thus, increasing a pre-existing search cost can have
the additional benefit of stabilizing the system, as Lemma 1 provides that for the values ck, equilibrium
necessarily exists.

Figure 7 provides a similar illustration, however for the case that utilities are drawn from the uniform
distribution (kmax = 20). The circled points are those associated with ck. The figure depicts the individ-
ual expected utility of agents (a), and the equilibrium value of k (b), as a function of the search cost c.
The optimal search cost in the example is c = 0.167.

Calculating the Optimal Search Cost. Clearly, the optimal search cost is a ck for some 1 ≤ k < kmax,
as any value between such ck’s increases the cost without changing the other dynamics of the system.
Thus, one only needs to evaluate Sck for the kmax− 1 possible values of k, as well as the value of S0, and
choose the maximum. For the value of Ek, one can either compute it analytically - in cases it is possible,
numerically - e.g., by approximating the different functions, or experimentally - as long as it is possible
to sample from the distribution. Given Ek, the values of ck, Sk and S0, are computed using Equations
11, 14 and 10. The total computation time is thus O(kmax).
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Figure 6: Two sided parallel search with Bernoulli distribution: (a) the ratio Sc

S0
as a function of c, (b)

number of sampled agents - k - as a function of c.
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Figure 7: Two sided parallel search with uniform distribution: (a) the ratio Sc

S0
as a function of c, (b)

number of sampled agents - k - as a function of c.

3.1.3 Sequential Search with Parallel Interactions

The advantage of search costs in the context of parallel search goes beyond the case of a single interac-
tion. A similar effect is also exhibited in the case of sequential two-sided models where the agents are
allowed to interact with several other agents in each round. This is in contrast to Theorem 2, which states
that no such improvement is possible in the purely sequential (two-sided) case.

A model combining parallel interactions alongside sequential search is of interest whenever the av-
erage cost per parallel interaction is less than the cost of moving from one search round to the next, or
when the decision horizon is finite [10, 24, 34, 36]. Such models are especially appealing for settings
of autonomous agents, due to their inherent filtering and information processing capabilities and, most
importantly, their ability to efficiently maintain concurrent interactions with multiple other agents.

A composite two-sided search model of this type is described in details in [46]. The model postulates
a sequence of search rounds, such that within each round a parallel search, of the form of Section 3.1.2,
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takes place. Within each round, each agent can choose to meet in parallel any number k ≤ kmax of other
agents and learn the utility associated with partnering with any of them. Given this information, each
agent chooses if and with whom to partner. Following each round, agents that formed partnerships leave
the system with their respective utility. Those with no partner advance to the next round. It is assumed
that each agent makes its decision independently of the decisions of all other agents, including potential
partners. Furthermore, the agent can choose to pair with at most one of the agents it meets in a search
round, and due to the synchronous nature of the mechanism has to reject all the rest of the agents met in
that search round. There are two types of costs associated with such a process. The first cost, denoted
by α, is a fixed cost associated with each round. This cost is incurred by any agent participating in the
round, regardless of the number of its parallel interactions. The second cost, denoted by β, is the cost
associated with each separate (parallel) interaction within a given round. Thus, if an agent chooses to
meet with k potential partners in a given round, then its total cost for the round is α + kβ.

The agents’ strategy in this case is reservation-value based, for the same considerations as discussed
in the former subsections. A strategy of sampling k other agents in each search round, and acting
according to a reservation value xk, will be denoted (k, xk). The equilibrium solution for the model
is given in detail in [46]. The solution provides that the agents will all use the same value k and its
appropriate stable reservation value xk such that:

αk + βk2 = (1− Fk(xk))
∫ ∞
y=xk

(1− Fk(y))dy (15)

where Fk(x) is the probability that the maximum in a k-size sample from distribution f(x) is equal or
lower than x. A pure Nash equilibrium can essentially be extracted (if one exists) by iterating over the
values of k, calculating the corresponding xk according to (15) and checking its stability (based on the
expected cost from individually deviating to (k+1, xk+1) and (k− 1, xk−1)), and picking the k value for
which xk, among those that turn out to be stable, is maximized.

Figure 8 depicts the increase that can be achieved in the expected individual utility of each agent in
the sequential search with parallel interactions model as a function of β - the cost for each parallel search
within a round, when using a uniform distribution function, α = 0.1, and no discounting (i.e., δ = 1).
The circled points represent the values at which the number of agents queried in parallel (k) changes.
As can be observed from the graph, with α fixed, each and every individual agent actually benefits
from the introduction of search costs into the model. The optimal individual utility of 0.302 (a ratio of
Sc/S0 = 3.39) is obtained for β = 0.035, (i.e., a cost of 1/14.3 of the average utility each interaction
yields (0.5)), in which case each agent meets two potential partners in each round. It is notable that the
change in individual expected utility is not consistent over large portions of the interval. The market
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Figure 8: Sequential two-sided search with parallel interactions: (a) the ratio Sc

S0
and (b) the number of

agents sampled k, as a function of the variable search cost (β), for kmax = 8.

designer should thus be careful when considering any change (either an increase or a decrease in search
cost) in the setting represented by this example, as change in either direction can increase or decrease
utility and affect stability. In order to understand the implications of any possible deviation, an exact
calculation is required.

One important observation from this example is that the improvement in individual utility was
achieved even with no discounting of gains. This is in contrast to the one-sided case, where discount-
ing was essential for making search costs beneficial. The reason is that, as discussed earlier, unlike
in the single-sided case, the improvement in the two-sided case is not due to the discounting of gains,
but rather due to “fixing”, through the introduction of search costs, some inefficiencies resulting from
strategic behavior of the agents.

Calculating the Individual-Utility-Maximizing Search Cost. Similar to the one-sided case, here the
cost of search affects the value of k, hence one only needs to evaluate the expected equilibrium individual
utility for any cost ck (k ≤ kmax). Therefore the computational complexity of finding the individual-
utility-maximizing cost is O(kmax).

3.2 Two-Sided Search with Types

Another common distributed matching model is one where individuals have fixed “types”. In the simplest
case, types are real numbers, and the utility from pairing with an agent is its type [49, 33, 13, 35]. The
core difference between this model and the one previously considered is that in this case agents know the
utility they provide to other agents. Hence this can be taken into account in the agent’s strategy. We now
show that in the typed case, increasing the search costs can be beneficial even in the sequential setting
(unlike the case of 3.1.1).
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The Model. The agents’ types are distributed according to some distribution D, defined over the in-
terval (x, x), characterized by p.d.f. f(x) and c.d.f. F (x). Search is carried out in a series of discrete
rounds, and the agent incurs a search cost c for participating in a round. In each round, each agent is
randomly paired with another agent. The utility offered by pairing with an agent of type x is x. If both
agents opt to partner they each obtain their respective utilities and leave the system. In this case, it is
customary to assume that they are replaced with two new agents of the same types [35, 12, 13].7 If either
of the agents does not wish to partner with the other, then both agents continue to the next round, and so
on. It is assumed that all agents are fully aware of their own type, as well as the types distribution D.

Strategy. In the absence of search costs (i.e. c = 0) and if the future is not discounted (i.e. δ = 1),
it has been shown that the unique equilibrium strategy is perfect assortative matching, that is, for all x,
type x agents match only with other type x agents [2, 13, 35]. When search is costly and/or discounting
of gains is applied, matching is no longer perfect assortative, as agents will inevitably widen the set of
mates they accept. We start by considering the case with no discounting.

3.2.1 No Discounting

The equilibrium structure for the case with no discounting was analyzed in [13]. It was shown that in
this case the equilibrium strategy is perfect segregation: the types can be divided into disjoint intervals
(clusters) I = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik}, such that agents within each interval partner with any and only other
agents of the interval. We now analyze the effect of the search cost on the expected utility.

For i = 1, . . . , k, denote Ii = [ri, ri−1) (with r0 = x). For an interval I = [x, y), denote

Pr(I) = F (y)− F (x)

The expected utility of any agent in Ii is:

V (Ii) =

∫
x∈Ii

x
f(x)

Pr(Ii)
dx− c 1

Pr(Ii)
= E(x|x ∈ Ii)−

c

Pr(Ii)
(16)

The first term is the expected utility provided by agents of the cluster, and the second term is the search
cost multiplied by the expected number of rounds until partnering with an agent within the cluster.

Note that for all clusters the strategy is reservation-value based. Furthermore, for all but the lowest
one (Ik) the reservation value is also the indifference point; indifference between partnering and resuming

7This assumption is used in order to guarantee a fixed stationary distribution of types.
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the search. Thus, for i < k, we have

ri = V (Ii) =

∫
ri≤x<ri−1

x
f(x)

Pr(Ii)
dx− c

Pr(Ii)
(17)

This allows to determine the clusters inductively. For the highest cluster, I1, r0 = x, and hence r1 is
uniquely determined by (17). Assume ri−1 is known, ri can again be determined by solving (17).

The search cost, c, determines the division into clusters. As c grows, the equilibrium division changes.
The following lemma characterizes this change.

Lemma 2. Let k be the number of clusters, then

1. For all i < k, ri (the lowest value in the i-th cluster) is monotonically decreasing in c.

2. The number of clusters, k, is monotonically non-increasing in c.

Proof.

1. Consider costs c(1) < c(2). For i = 1, . . . , k − 1, denote by I(1)i and I(2)i the i-th cluster when
using costs c(1) and c(2), respectively. Let r(j)i be the lower end of I(j)i (j = 1, 2). We prove by
that for any i, if r(1)i−1 ≥ r

(2)
i−1, then r(1)i > r

(2)
i . The claim then follows by induction on i (with

r
(1)
0 = r

(2)
0 = x).

Suppose to the contrary, i.e. r(1)i−1 ≥ r
(2)
i−1 but r(1)i ≤ r

(2)
i . Then, I(2)i ⊆ I

(1)
i . Consider an agent of

type y ∈ I(2)i . By assumption, with cost c(1) the agent accepts any and only types from I
(1)
i and

the expected utility is r(1)i (due to the indifference point property). However, even with cost c(1)

agent y can unilaterally choose to accept only types from I
(2)
i . Note that since I(2)i ⊆ I

(1)
i it will

be accepted by any such type. Thus, the expected utility of y employing this strategy would be:

V (y) = E(x|x ∈ I(2)i )− c(1)

Pr(I
(2)
i )

> E(x|x ∈ I(2)i )− c(2)

Pr(I
(2)
i )

= r
(2)
i ≥ r

(1)
i

Thus, y strictly gains from this change in strategy, in contradiction to the assumption that reserva-
tion value r(1)i is an equilibrium strategy for cost c(1).

2. This follows directly from (1). If for all clusters the lower boundary of the interval decreases then
their total number cannot increase.
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Figure 9: The acceptance threshold of the different agent types with no discounting, for different search
costs. As the search cost increases, the number of clusters decreases.

This behavior is exemplified in Figure 9, which gives the reservation values used by the different
agent types for different values of c, using a uniform distribution of types over the interval (100,200). As
expected, with no search costs perfect assortative matching holds, i.e., each agent accepts only agents of
its own type. As the cost of search increases, the agents become less selective, and the equilibrium takes
the form of clusters, where each agent accepts matchings only with agents of the cluster it is in. When
the search cost is high enough, e.g., in our case for c = 40, the highest type agent accepts agents of all
other types, and the equilibrium is that all agents accept all other agents, i.e., the search terminates after
a single round.

Aggregate Utility. The expected aggregate utility is defined as [35]:∫
x

V (x)f(x)dx

(where V (x) is the expected utility of an agent of type x). Suppose that with search cost c, the division
into clusters is I1, . . . , Ik. Then, by Equation 16 we get that the aggregate utility is:

Agg(c) =
∫
x

V (x)f(x)dx =
k∑
i=1

Pr(Ii)

(
E(x|x ∈ Ii)−

c

Pr(Ii)

)
= E(x)− kc (18)

(where E(x) is the expectation of x under D). Clearly, E(x) depends only on the distribution D, and is
independent of c. Thus, the behavior of the aggregate utility as a function of the search cost c is fully
determined by the term −kc. Thus, as a function of c, the aggregate utility decreases at a rate of k,
so long as the number of clusters does not change, and jumps by c every time the number of clusters
decreases by one. Figure 10 exemplifies this behavior, using the uniform distribution over (100, 200).
We obtain:
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Figure 10: No discounting aggregate utility as a function of c.

Theorem 4. Assuming the future is not discounted (δ = 1),

1. For any (non-degenerate) distribution D, there exists (infinitely many) pairs of costs (c, c′) c < c′,

such that if the existing search cost in the system is c then increasing the cost to c′ increases the

expected aggregate utility.

2. For any distribution D, introducing a search cost into a system wherein no such costs exists nec-

essarily decreases the aggregate utility.

Proof. 1. With no search costs the equilibrium strategy is perfect assortative matching. Since the
distribution is non-degenerate, this means that there is more than one cluster. Clearly, for a suf-
ficiently large search cost, all agents will accept all others, and there is only one cluster. Thus,
there is necessarily a value c′ such that with a cost c < c′ there are k + 1 clusters, for some k,
and with a search cost of c′ the number of clusters is k. Consider c sufficiently close to c′ so that
k
k+1

c′ < c < c′. Then,

Agg(c) = E(x)− (k + 1)c < E(x)− (k + 1)
k

k + 1
c′ = E(x)− kc′ = Agg(c′).

Note that this holds for any c′ in which the number of clusters decreases.

2. For any c > 0 and k > 0,

Agg(0) = E(x) > E(x)− kc = Agg(c)
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Calculating the Utility-Maximizing Search Cost By Theorem 4, if the system is not initially asso-
ciated with some inherent search cost then introducing a search cost cannot be beneficial. Suppose that
the system is characterized with some inherent search cost c and the goal is to find the additional cost
that needs to be added in order to maximize the expected utility. First compute the equilibrium strategy
for the existing search cost, and the associated aggregate utility V (c). Suppose there are j clusters in this
equilibrium. By Equation 18, the only points when the utility increases are the points where the number
the clusters decreases. Thus, for each k = 1, . . . , j − 1 one must compute the search cost ck where the
number of clusters changes from k + 1 to k, and then compute expected aggregate utility V (k), for each
such cost. The optimal search cost is the cost associated with the maximum utility, where the maximum
is taken over the V (k)’s and current utility V (c). It thus remains to show how to compute ck. Note that
at the point when the number of clusters decreases from k + 1 to k, the reservation value of the lowest
cluster, Ik, is exactly x. Thus, for Ik, Equation 17 holds with rk = x. Thus, considering Equation 17 for
all the k clusters, we get k equations with k unknowns r1, . . . , rk−1 and ck (r0 = x). This set of equations
can thus be solved (possibly numerically).

3.2.2 With Discounting

When gains and costs are discounted (δ < 1), the overall dynamics of the system are similar, but with
some important differences. Most importantly, when discounting is applied, introducing a search cost
when none exists can increase the aggregate utility (in contrast to Theorem 4). We illustrate this in the
following example. Consider the case where agents are distributed uniformly over the interval (100,200).
Figure 11 depicts the equilibrium acceptance thresholds of the agents for different search costs, with a
discount of δ = 0.965. Note that even for c = 0 (no cost), the solution is not perfect assortative, but
Lemma 2 still holds, with the number of clusters decreasing as the search cost increases. Figure 12
depicts the expected aggregate utility as a function of the search cost, for different discounting values.
Note that in all but the case δ = 0.9, there are points where increasing the search cost also increases the
aggregate utility. Moreover, note that when δ = 0.96, introducing a search cost of 0.15 increases the
aggregate utility. The setting δ = 0.9 represents a case when there is only a single cluster even with no
search cost, and hence increasing the search cost cannot be beneficial.

The exact dynamics of the system with discounting are complex. In particular, increase in aggregate
utility can occur even when the number of clusters does not change (as opposed to the case without
discounting, where increased aggregate utility occurs only when the number of clusters decreases). This
is exemplified in Figure 13. Here we consider types uniformly distributed over the interval (100, 200),
and discounting of δ = 0.965. Figure 13 (a) depicts the expected aggregate utility as a function of the
search cost c. Two increases in aggregate utility can be observed, one peaking at c = 0.8 and the other at
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Figure 11: The acceptance threshold of the different agent types when δ = 0.965, for different search
costs. Unlike the system’s behavior with no discounting (δ = 1), even with c = 0 clusters are formed.
As the search cost increases, the number of clusters decreases until only one is left.
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Figure 13: The expected weighted individual utility as a function of the search cost (left) and the accep-
tance threshold of the different agent types for different search costs in the intervals where the increase
in search cost results in an increase in the expected weighted individual utility (middle and right).

c = 7.7. Figures 13 (b) and (c) depict the cluster structures prior and after these peaks ((c = 0.5, c = 0.8)

for 13(b) and (c = 6.3, c = 8) for 13(c)). The first increase in aggregate utility indeed corresponds to
a decrease in the number of clusters (from four clusters with c = 0.5 to three clusters with c = 0.8).
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However, the second increase occurs with an identical number of clusters, though with a change in their
structure. For the case with discounting we do not know of a method to find the best possible search cost.

4 Extensions

We have thus exhibited the potential benefits provided by introducing search costs into the search process,
in both one-sided and two-sided setting. For brevity, the formal analysis was developed using standard
search theory assumptions, such as the homogeneity of agents, or assuming that all agents are present
from the start. These assumptions allow for clean theoretical analysis, and concise statement of the
results. However, the benefits provided by search costs are by no means limited to these cases, as we now
exhibit. In actuality, the possible benefits of search costs are widespread and hold in many settings. From
a practical point of view, a MAS designer should consider the possibility of introducing search costs to
the system and analyze their effects on a case-by-case basis, e.g. using simulation techniques. This will
also enable choosing the optimal search cost (unlike the theorems of the previous sections, which are
existential by nature). We now exemplify the benefits of search costs in more complex settings, for both
the one-sided case and the two-sided case.

4.1 One-Sided Search

Consider a one-sided search setting, with heterogeneous agents - in the sense that the different agents
have their utility drawn from different probability distributions. Furthermore, suppose that agents may
be entering the system at different times, according to some probabilistic process (rather than being there
initially, as in the model used in Section 2). This case is not covered by Theorem 1. Nonetheless, using
a mix of analytical and simulation analysis, we show that search costs can be beneficial here too.

Consider the following case. There are m = 20 servers, and N = 500 agents. The number of
agents entering the system at each time unit is a random selection from the range [0, t] (t ≤ 500). The
utility obtained by an agent from querying any one server is distributed with p.d.f. f i(x) = ixi−1 for
0 ≤ x ≤ 1, where i is randomly selected from the range [1, 10], for each agent individually (thus - the
agents are heterogeneous). The discounting factor is δ = 0.99, and the system runs until all agents are
serviced.

Under these circumstances, the number of servers an agent Aj , associated with a p.d.f. f j(x) will
request to query, denoted kj , is given by min(20, argmaxk(c < Ej

k − E
j
k−1)) (where Ej

k is the expected
maximum of a sample of size k taken from distribution f j(x)). Given this optimal behavior of each agent
separately, the expected overall performance of the system can be determined using simulation.
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Figure 14: The expected ratio between the aggregate utility with search costs (Sc) and the aggregate
utility with no search cost (S0), for the case of heterogeneous agents in a one-sided search, with different
entry times. Each curve relates to a different range [0,t] from which the number of agents entering the
system on each time step is selected.

Figure 14 depicts the ratio between the aggregate utility with search cost (Sc) and the aggregate
utility with no search cost (S0), as a function of the search cost used, for different entrance density
probabilities (i.e. for different values of t, where the number of agents entering the system at each time
unit is randomly chosen from [0, t]). Each point in the graph is the average of 10000 simulation runs
under the setting it represents. As can be seen, introducing search costs can increase the utility in all
cases. When the number of entrants is drawn from the range [0, 2], the improvement is small, since on
average only one agent enters the system at each time unit. Thus, agents can occupy all servers without
delaying others. As the volume of entrants increases, the benefits provided by search costs become more
pronounced, reaching more than a three-fold increase. In these cases, queues necessarily develop, and
introducing search costs results in agents querying less servers, thus reducing the time others need to
wait. With the right search cost, the utility “wasted” in these costs is more than compensated for by the
shorter waiting times, and the associated increased utility. The largest increase in utility is obtained for
entrance rate averaging 5 (i.e. random in [0, 10]). When the entrance rate further increases, the resultant
queues are long regardless, and the reduction provided by search costs is somewhat lesser. In general,
querying less servers increases the overall utility. The discontinuity points are those where the number
of queried servers changes. In between these points, increasing the search costs does not change the
waiting times, but only results in more cost for searching, and hence the overall utility declines.
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Type ct # of agents of type f(x) F(x)
1 0.01 20 1 x
2 0.02 60 2− 2x 2x− x2
3 0.03 40 2x x2

Table 1: Agent types for the two-sided search example.

4.2 Two-Sided Search

Consider the two sided parallel search setting. In Section 3 we assumed an infinite amount of homoge-
nous agents all drawing their utility from the same distribution. Here, we assume a finite number of that
agents grouped into t groups, {G1, ..., Gt}, with |Gi| = Ni. Agents in group Gi draw their utility from
the probability distribution function Di, which may be different for the different Gi’s. Additionally, the
search costs may vary between the groups. Specifically, for each group Gi, there is a cost ci, such that
the seach cost of agents in Gi is ci + c, where c is a common cost for all groups.

In this setting, the optimal strategy for agents of group Gi is to sample ki other agents, such that:

ki = argmin
k
{(ci + c) ≤ (Ei

k+1 − Ei
k)Paccepted} (19)

whereEi
k is the expected minimum of k independent draws fromDi, and Paccepted =

∑
i(Ni/(ki(

∑
Nj−

1))) is the probability of being accepted by the agent associated with the highest utility in the sample.8

An equilibrium is thus a set of integers {k1, ..., kt}, where ki is the sample size used by agents of Gi,
satisfying (19) for all i. The expected utility of agents of Gi when using additional search cost c, denoted
Ui(c), is: Ui(c) = Ei

ki
Paccepted − (c + ci)ki. The expected weighted utility in this case, denoted U(c), is

U(c) =
∑

i
Ni∑
Nj
Ui(c).

As an example, consider the specific setting described in Table 1. Figure 15 depicts the ratio between
the expected utility when using additional search cost c, Ui(c), and the expected utility with no additional
cost, Ui(0), for the different agent groups, as well as the aggregate weighted sum, as a function of c. Here,
values were computed directly based on the above formulation. Here, again, introducing search costs
increases the expected utility of both each agent type, and the overall average. The missing data points
in the graph correspond to cases where no pure equilibrium can be obtained (due to the discrete nature
of the sample size).

8The calculation of Paccepted is based on the fact that the probability the other agent is of type i is Ni/(
∑

j Nj − 1), in
which case it samples ki other agents thus the probability of each agent in that agent’s sample to be accepted is 1/ki.
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expected utility when using additional search cost c, Ui(c), and the expected utility with no additional
cost, Ui(0), for the different agent groups, as well as the aggregate weighted sum, as a function of c.

5 Related Work

Search is an inherent process in MAS, in particular when there is no central source that can supply
full immediate reliable information on the environment and the state of the other agents that can be
found [38]. The introduction of search costs into MAS models leads to a more realistic description of
these environments. In particular, search costs are highly recognized in eCommerce environments where
agents need to invest/consume some of their resources in order to obtain information concerning the
good or the transaction offered by other prospective agents [28]. The overall agreement is that despite
the significant reduction in search costs in MAS, due to recent advances in communication technologies,
these cannot be completely ignored [6]. Substantial research has been devoted to investigate the effect
of search costs reduction on price dispersion in search-based eCommerce models [42]. These works
however focus on sellers’ pricing strategies which take as an input buyers’ search behaviors and market
prices, rather than individual benefits.

Optimal search strategies for settings where individuals need to search for an applicable opportunity
while incurring a search cost have been widely studied, prompting several literature reviews [30, 32].
Search models have developed to a point where their total contribution is referred to as “search theory”.
Over the years, many search model variants have been considered, differing in the decision horizon (finite
versus infinite) [30], the presence of the recall option [32], the distribution of values, and the extent to
which findings remain valid along the search [29]. Nevertheless, search theory literature investigates
mainly the extraction of an optimal stopping rule for the individual searching agent, and most often
does not consider the system-wise analysis. Consequently, the usefulness of search cost as means for
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improving expected utility has not been researched to date, to the best of our knowledge. The few
attempts to reason about the role search plays in the analysis of markets and why these are important
(e.g., [37]), focused in the reason for including them as an inherent feature of the model, rather than their
important affect on individual utilities.

In an effort to understand the effect of dual search activities in costly environments, “two-sided”
search models have been developed [2, 12, 48]. Nevertheless, these works tend to take the search cost as
given and do not address its beneficial role in improving performance. The majority of two-sided search
models consider sequential individual search, a model for which we prove that search costs cannot be
beneficial in terms of individual utility. Several recent works that do consider parallel two-sided search
[46, 47] focus mostly in equilibrium analysis and do not consider the effect of search cost on individual
utility in such environments.

Overall, in search theory as well as in general market design, search costs are considered to be a mar-
ket characteristic that ought to be eliminated. For example reducing buyer search costs was considered
an important special case of the general problem of reducing market fragmentation [54].

A remarkably long list of articles has been dedicated to variations of the “secretary problem” [21],
which is a classical optimal stopping online problem. Yet, the latter does not involve search costs and
values are merely rankings relative to other opportunities examined along the search. Similarly, the
legacy stable matching application [25, 1] differs from our model in a sense that it does not involve
costly search (i.e., the “stable matching” results are valid only if the process allows each searcher to
consider all potential opportunities).

Possible benefits of so-called “inefficiencies” have been exhibited in other settings. These include
work on taxation in mechanism design (and in particular taxed congestion games with failures), as well
as work on Random Order Congestion Games that carries a similar conceptual message. One important
insight in that field is that consensual decision-making is frequently incompatible with economic effi-
ciency, though governmental involvement is often required, e.g. in the form of financing public goods
through taxation. For example taxation schemes were studied in Boolean games [20]. Here, by impos-
ing a cost on every possible assignment an agent can make, it is possible to perturb the preferences of
the agents within a society, so that agents are rationally incentivised to choose some socially desirable
equilibrium that would not otherwise be chosen, or incentivised to rule out some socially undesirable
equilibria. Similar ideas have been proposed for the centralized matching scheme [1]. The issue of de-
signing optimal tax vectors for selfish routing (e.g., to mitigate the inefficiency caused by the selfish users
by introducing taxes on the network edges in network congestion games) has been studied extensively in
the literature [23]. Similar extensions in the area of Taxed Congestion Games with Failures (considering
costly task submission) and Random Order Congestion Games have also been proposed [41, 40]. While
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the message of this paper is very much in the spirit of these works, we stress that the analysis from the
search-cost point of view is methodologically completely different. Furthermore, we emphasize that the
sources to inefficiency in our case is discounting of gains (one-sided) and the parallel search (two-sided),
which is also a key difference from the above.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The main focus of the paper is in exhibiting the potential benefits resulting from introducing search
costs to search processes or artificially increasing the level of search frictions that already exist in such
environments. We exhibit this phenomena in both one-sided and two-sided search settings. The one-
sided search case is when agents are competing for limited resources. In this case, the search costs
reduce the number of searches that each agent performs, thus freeing the system to serve more requests,
and improving the overall efficiency. The two-sided case is a strategic setting, wherein partnerships
are formed only if both sides agree. Here, the benefits provided by introducing search costs stem from
changing the equilibrium point: the reduction achieved in the number of searches performed by each
agent due to the increased search cost increases the chances of being deemed acceptable by the other
side (i.e., agents become less “picky”). Both in the one-sided and two-sided cases, the search costs also
consume some of the utility provided to the agents. Interestingly, we show that in many cases the benefits
of search costs outweigh their cost, if the search costs are appropriately chosen. In some other cases, we
show that such costs are necessarily detrimental.

While intuitive, the idea that frictions can sometimes be helpful is not generally appreciated or con-
sidered. Indeed, most MAS/game theoretical models assume that search costs are already given, and do
not relate to their desirability. When considered, search costs are traditionally regarded as harmful. In
this paper we make this point that this is not universally true, and crucially depends on the setting. In
fact, in many cases, adding costs can help improve the outcome. One way of explaining this result is
that the cost of search is often effectively an externality borne by the group as well as the individual.
Adding costs, then, moves some of the balance of cost toward the individual, more closely aligning her
incentives with those that induce a policy that is consistent with the general welfare.

The implication of these results to market designers is that the effects of search costs should be
carefully analyzed in each case, and not assumed to be universally detrimental. Rather, there are cases
when it may be beneficial to deliberately introduce artificial search costs. When search costs are already
part of the system, there is no general answer for whether or not decreasing these costs will improve
the system’s performance. In some settings, an increase rather than a decrease can actually contribute
to improving expected utility. In other cases, a decrease in search costs can contribute to improving
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expected utility, but decreasing the costs beyond a certain point can result with the opposite effect. The
analysis methodology given in this paper can facilitate the calculation of the right search cost to which
the market designer should strive.

Search costs can have many forms, and there are various methods for the market designer to control
them. For example, search costs can be introduced as simple payments, or in the form of communication
and computational overheads, or as a payment per time unit of operating in the system. In this paper we
adopted a pessimistic approach that assumes that the proceeds of the search costs are wasted and do not
benefit anyone. In many cases, however, the proceeds of such costs can also be somehow redistributed
back to the agents (e.g., equally split the proceeds among all agents when leaving the system). This
could further improve individual utilities though should be handled with care since such re-distribution
may alter the agents’ strategies.

As discussed earlier, there are several other examples where “inefficiency-based” mechanisms are
known to facilitate desired market behaviors (minimum wage, marginal cost pricing). Yet, a searcher’s
search strategy is very different in its structure and essence from each of these other domains. Therefore
establishing the effect a change in search costs have on expected individual and aggregate utility must
rely on analysis of the kind given in this paper, which directly models the optimal search strategy of the
individual agents under different model assumptions.

As discussed in the introduction, settings in which agents need to engage in a costly search are quite
common. The paper relies on several established models from the “search theory” research area to sup-
port its main claims. Justification and legitimacy considerations for the applicability of these models to
day-to-day settings were widely discussed in the literature we referred to throughout the paper. While
these theoretical models may seem somewhat simplistic, we have all reason to believe that similar phe-
nomena occur also in more complex settings. The encouraging results reported in Sections 2-4 suggest
that MAS designers should consider the possibility of introducing search costs to the system and ana-
lyze their effects on a case-by-case basis. This can be carried out by various methods, among which
are simulation, as illustrated in this paper. The list of extensions encompasses almost any variation in
the model assumptions, including the search cost structure (e.g., non-linear in the number of queried
opportunities), the search intensity and duration (e.g., evaluating an opportunity may take a probabilistic
number of time periods), agents’ preferences, utility function, the matching technology, and more. The
analysis presented in this paper should provide a good foundation for these extensions.
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Appendix

A. One-Sided Search with Finite Number of Agents

The Model The same results obtained for one-sided search with an infinite number of agents can
be obtained even if there are only N homogeneous agents requesting service from the servers. In the
following paragraphs we present the appropriate modifications for the theorems given in Section 2 and
their proofs, for the case of a finite set of agents.

No Search Costs In this case the aggregate expected utility, summed up over all agents, is:

S0 =
N∑
i=1

Emδ
i = δEm

1− δN

1− δ
−→
N→∞

δEm
1− δ

(20)

Since agents are assigned a random order, this total utility is also directly correlated with the expected
utility of each and every individual agent.
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With Search Costs With a search cost of ck, the expected aggregate utility, summed up over all agents,
is:

Sck =

b N
m/kc∑
i=1

m

k
Ukδ

i =
m

k
δUk

1− δb
N

m/kc

1− δ
−→
N→∞

m

k

δUk
1− δ

(21)

Advantageous Search Costs - Aggregate Utility we obtain:

Theorem 5. For any non-degenerate distributionDU on non-negative utilities and any discounting factor

δ < 1, there exist m0 and N0 such that for any m ≥ m0 and N ≥ N0, there exists a c such that

introducing a search cost of c for each query increases the expected aggregate utility. This holds even if

the proceeds of the search costs are discarded and do not benefit anyone.

Proof. Set ~S0 = δEm

1−δ and ~Sck = m
k
δUk

1−δ . By (20) and (21) we have that S0
−→
N→∞ ~S0 and Sck

−→
N→∞ ~Sck .

Suppose that ~Sck > ~S0. Set ε = ~Sck − ~S0 . Then, there exists an N0 such that for any N ≥ N0,
S0 < ~S0 + ε/2 and Sck ≥ ~Sck − ε/2. Thus, for N ≥ N0 we have that Sck > S0, i.e. introducing a search
cost of ck increases aggregate utility.

It thus remains to prove that ~Sck >
~S0. This latter proof is facilitated using the exact same steps used

in Theorem 1, showing that this holds for any k, provided that m is sufficiently large.

Individual Utility The benefits of adding search costs also apply to the utility obtained by the individ-
ual players.

Corollary 1. For any non-degenerate distribution DU on non-negative utilities and any discounting

factor δ < 1, if agents are assigned a random order then there exist m0 and N0 such that for any

m ≥ m0 and N ≥ N0, there exists a c such that introducing a search cost of c for each query increases

the expected utility of each player. This holds even if the proceeds of the search costs are discarded and

do not benefit anyone.

Proof. Considering a specific player, for any position i, the probability that the player is i-th in the order
is 1/N . Thus, if there are no search costs then the expected utility of any player is:

N∑
i=1

1

N
Emδ

i =
1

N
S0 (22)

Similarly, the expected utility of the player with a search cost of ck, is

b N
m/kc∑
i=1

1

N

m

k
Ukδ

i =
1

N
Sck (23)
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Thus, the theorem follows by the exact same reasoning as that in the proof of Theorem 5.
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